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PRESENTATIONS 
OF THE FREE METABELIAN GROUP OF RANK 2 

MARTIN J. EVANS 

ABSTRACT. Let F3 denote the free group of rank 3 and M^ denote the free metabelian 
group of rank 2. We say that x G F3 is a primitive element of F3 if it can be included 

a 

in some basis of F3. We establish the existence of presentations N <-+ F3 —» M^ such 
that N does not contain any primitive elements of F3. 

1. Introduction. Let Fn and Mn denote the free group of rank n and the free 
metabelian group of rank n respectively. 

An element x of Fn is said to be primitive if it can be included in some basis of Fn and 
similarly an element y e Mn is said to be primitive if it can be included in a basis of Mn. 
Observe that if P denotes the normal closure in Mn of the primitive element/? G Mn then 
Mn/P = Mn-\. Let 7T denote the natural map w. Fn —» Fn/F" = Mn where we identify 
Mn with Fn/F" in the usual way. We say that a primitive element p of Mn is induced 
if there exists a primitive element x of Fn such that XTT = p. A well-known theorem of 
S. Bachmuth and H. Mochizuki [2] implies that, for n ^ 3, every primitive element of Mn 

is induced. In contrast, V. A. Roman'kov [7] has shown that there are primitive elements 
of M3 which are not induced. However, his work establishes only the existence of such 
elements and, to the best of the author's knowledge, no specific primitive element of M3 
has been shown to be non-induced. 

Û 

Following [3] we say that the presentation N c—• Fn —» G of a group G is essentially 
{n — l)-generator if there exist epimorphisms xjj and 77 that make the diagram 

Fn-x 

N^Fn -^H G 

commutative. 
g 

Equivalently (see [3]), N ^> Fn —» G is essentially (n — l)-generator if and only if 
N contains a primitive element of Fn. 

g 

Let TV c-> Fn —H Mn-\ be a presentation of Mn-\. Since F" < N, there is an induced 
epimorphism l:Mn —•» Mn-\ such that 9 = 7r7. It follows immediately from a recent 
result of C. K. Gupta, N. D. Gupta and G. A. Noskov ([4] Theorem 3.1) that ker7 is the 
normal closure of some primitive element g of Mn. Now if n ^ 3, g is an induced primi
tive element of Mn and consequently ker 0 contains a primitive element of Fn. Therefore 
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every presentation of the form N <-» Fn —» Mn_i, where n ^ 3, is essentially (w — 1)-
generator. 

In this note we shall use the aforementioned result of Roman'kov on non-induced 
primitive elements of M3 to prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM A. The free metabelian group of rank 2 has presentations on three gen
erators that are not essentially 2-generator. More explicitly, let p G M3 be a primitive 
element of M^ that is not induced and let P denote the normal closure of p in M3. Let 
p: M3 —H- M2 be an epimorphism that has kernel P and define 6: F3 —» M2 by 6 = irp 
where n:F^ —» M3 is the natural map. Then ker# «—• F3 —» M2 is not essentially 
2-generator, i.e. ker 6 does not contain a primitive element ofF^. 

Our proof of Theorem A depends on the following result which is of independent 
interest. 

THEOREM B. Let q be a primitive element ofMn and suppose that q is contained in 
the normal closure in Mn of some element y E Mn. Then q is conjugate to y ory~x. 

2. Proofs. 

THE PROOF OF THEOREM B. It is clear that the conclusion of Theorem B is correct 
for n = 1. Accordingly, let us fix n > 2, once and for all. 

We shall use the Magnus embedding of Mn throughout. Thus, we view Mn as the group 
generated under formal matrix multiplication by 

(ax (A fa2 0] fan (A 

where An = (a\, «2, . . . , <zn) is a free abelian group of rank n and t\,ti,...,tn form a basis 
for a free (right) ZAn-module W of rank n. A result of S. Bachmuth [1] asserts that Mn 

consists of all matrices of the form 

U„ ?)• 
where h G A„, r\,..., rn G IAn and 

n 

(2) J2(ai ~ *)ri = h—l (Bachmuth's Criterion). 
i=\ 

The reader who is unfamiliar with the Magnus embedding is directed to the useful 
expository article by H. Mochizuki [6]. For typographical reasons it is convenient to 
define 

L(a,m)=[a
m J ) f o r a l l ( « ? ) e Mn. 

In this notation we have that L(a, m)L(a',m') = L(aa', ma'+m') for all L(a, ni), L(a', tri) G 
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We write <f> for the ring homomorphism </>: JAn —» TAn-\ given by a\<\> = a\, a2<j> = 
^2 , . . . , tfn-i</> = 0n-i» ^«^ = 1 a nd note that ker </> = (an — X)TAn. Also, we write e for 
the augmentation map e: TAn —• Z with a^e = 1 for / = 1,2,..., n. 

Since Aut Mrt is transitive on the set of primitive elements of Mn it suffices to assume 
that yn is contained in the normal closure of some element y E Mn and prove that yn 

is conjugate to y or y~l. So suppose that yn = L(an, tn) is in the normal closure of y = 
L(a, w) E Mn. By abelianizing, it is easy to see that a = d^x and so, on replacing y with 
y~x if necessary, we may assume that yn is in the normal closure ofy = L(an9 w) E Mn 

and prove Theorem B by showing that yn is conjugate to y. The proof is broken-down 
into several steps. We write w = tn + m where m = YTi=\ hoa so that y — L(an, tn + m) 
and, by Bachmuth's criterion, E/Li(«/ — 1)«/ = 0. 

STEP 1. For i = 1,...,«— 1 we have that a, = (an — l)a- for some a- E JAn. 
Note that ^ " ^ = L(l,ra) so that L(l,ra) is contained in the normal closure yMn = 

(y, [jy, Mn]). It follows easily that L(l, ra) is contained in [j, Mn]. Direct calculation shows 
that, for each L(h, nih) EM„,we have that 

i o\ 
(tn+m)(h- l) + mA(l -an) \J 

so that L(l, ni) lies in the subgroup [y, M„] generated by elements of this form. Noting that 
the product of two lower unitriangular matrices is given by L(l, v)L(l, u) = L(l, v + w) 
we see that 

(3) m = (tn + m)( £ (ft - ! )^1 + W ~ an) 
\heAn J 

where Zh is an integer depending on ft, ZH is zero for almost all ft and 7 is some element 
of W, the precise form of which need not concern us here. 

Recall that m = £?=i f/a/ and that W is a free ZAn-module with basis {t\, t2,..., tn}. 
Let 7 = EJLi ttfi. From (3) we have that 

(X W)(l - £(A- 1)̂ ) = ̂ (X(^- ]fe) + ê ^ ( l -«„) 

and equating coefficients of t[ on both sides of this equation yields 

<*«(l- E C * - 1 ) ^ ) =%-(l-fln) fori= 1,2 w — 1. 

Thus, cti{\ — Y^heAnQ1 — l)Zh) is contained in the prime ideal / of lAn generated by 
an — \. Now 1 — Y,heAn(h — \)zn has augmentation 1 and so it cannot be contained in /. 
It follows that, for each /, i = 1, . . . , n — 1, we have that a, E I and so a, = (an — 1 )a-
for some a- E ZArt. Step 1 is complete. 

STEP 2. an + 1 = b + o£(tfn — 1) for some a'n E TAn and some è E ±An-\. 

\y,L(h,mn)] = ( an 0 W ft 
Un + m 1 J ' I mh 
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Here An-\ denotes the free abelian group generated by a\, a^..., an-\. It is clear that 
Mn = (yM\y\,y2, • • • ,yn-\}- Moreover, 

Lih,mh^yL{h,mh)=[^ \)\{^ ? H m A ( 1 _ J ; ( , „ + m ) , l) 
for all L(h, mh) G Mn so that W is generated as a ZAn-module by t\, h,..., tn-\ together 
with elements of the form m^(l — an) + (tn + m)h. 

Now the tn component of m/z(l — an) + (tn + m)h has the form tn(/3h(^ — ̂ n) — 

(1 + cxn)h) for some flh G ~lAn and consequently tnZAn is generated by elements of the 
form tn (j3h ( 1 — an ) + ( 1 + an )h). In particular we have that tn = tn (/?( 1 — an ) + Y.hsAn ( 1 + 
cxn)hc^j for some /3 6 ZAr and some ĉ  G JAn such that ĉ  = 0 for almost all h G An. 

Therefore, with these (3 and Ch, we have that 

P(\-an)+ Y,(l+an)hch = 1. 

Applying the ring homomorphism </>: lAn —» ZAn_i to this equation we obtain that 
(EA6A„(1 + otn)hch)<j> = 1 and so (1 + a„)<£(£/*eA„ /ZQ)</> = 1. Therefore (1 + an)<j> is a 
unit of 1An-\. It is well-known [5] that the units in TAn-\ are of the form ±g for g G A„_i. 
It follows that \+cxn = b modulo ker <j> for some b G ±An_i. Now ker <j> = (an — l)ZAn 

so 1 + cxn = b + a'n(an — 1) for some a'n G TAn and & G ±Art_i as required. 

STEP 3. Conjugacy of yn = L(an, tn) and y = L(an, tn+m). 
Recall that m = £"=1 ^a, where a, = cx\{an — 1) for / = 1, . . . , n — 1 and 1 + an = 

Z? + a^(tf„ — 1). Since Bachmuth's criterion shows that £"=1(tf/ — \)oc[ = 0, we have 
that T^iifli - \)<Xi + (an - 1)(1 + a„) = (an - 1). Therefore E ^ / f a - l)af(a„ - 1) + 
(an — \)(b + a^(a„ — 1)) = an — 1 and, since ZAn is a domain, we deduce that 

(4) £ ( û l - - l ) a ; + ft + a i ( f l l l - l ) = l . 
1=1 

Applying the augmentation map e: TAn —» Z to this equation we find that be = 1 and, 
since Z? G ±An_i we obtain that b G An-\. On rewriting (4), we get that EJLi fe — l)a- = 
1 — Z? so that SJLi 02/— l ) ^ - 1 oc'i = Z?_1 — 1, and it now follows from Bachmuth's criterion 
that 

A routine calculation using the facts that a, = (art — l)a- for / = 1,...,«— 1 and 

a„ + 1 = Z? + (<zn — l)c^ shows that B~xyB = I n J = yn. Therefore y is conjugate 

to yn in Mn and the proof is complete. 

PROOF OF THEOREM A. Since Roman'kov [7] has proved the existence of non-
induced primitive elements of M3, it suffices to prove the more explicit part of the theo
rem. 
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Suppose that x G ker 6 is a primitive element of F3. Then xn is an induced primitive 
element of M3. Moreover XTT is contained in P, the normal closure of/?. Theorem B 
implies thatx7r is conjugate top or/?""1. Therefore/? is conjugate to an induced primitive 
element of M3 and it follows immediately that/? is itself an induced primitive element of 
M3. This contradiction completes the proof. 
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